
HOW TO SHOP
SUCCESSFULLY ONLINE

 

USE THE FILTERS

USE THE FILTERS

READ DESCRIPTIONS

There is a skill to online shopping – Here are my top

tips to simplify the process and minimise any bad

purchases that then need to be returned.

Retailers hate returns because they lose money on

the shipping costs. We hate making mistakes because

returning items is time consuming and frustrating.

Before you start, know what you are looking for – it

is much easier to search for particular garments than

trawling randomly. Therefore, look through your

wardrobe & pinpoint what you need to fill any gaps.

Most sites will have different filters that
you can use to narrow your search.
These filters might include, colour,
length, size, style &/or price. Big sites
might have 1,000s of styles to sift
through, so filters save you time.

Read between the lines of the garment
descriptions & look at the photos. 
 
Ask yourself: What is the fabric? 
What are the care instructions? 
Will the garment suit my body shape?
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RETURNS POLICY?

YAY OR NAY?

When your parcel arrives, try
everything on as soon as you can. Spend
time doing this to check that the clothes
fit you, suit your body shape, work with
other clothes in your wardrobe, and you
like them!

If you have any doubts, return them as
soon as possible, otherwise they could
languish unloved in your wardrobe for
ever more….

But, if this all seems like hard work, I do
offer an online shopping service!

Before you press the BUY NOW Button,
I would also double check the returns
policy and postage charges, so you are
not caught out later.

Reviews can be a mine of information,
with honest feedback on sizing accuracy
and how the garment feels &/or fits. As
with all reviews, read a few to get a
sense of the feedback, so that you make
the right choice.

READ REVIEWS
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